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Julie Desbordes, Artistic Director

Originally from Limoges, France, Julie Desbordes
is a fast-rising conductor known for her engaging
style, energetic interpretations and emotional
communication with her musicians and
audiences. Currently Artistic Director of QUO (the
Queer Urban Orchestra) in New York City, her
recent international appearances as a guest
conductor include concerts in Venezuela,
Canada, Hong Kong and Macau.

Ms. Desbordes has a special passion for
educational outreach and is known for creating

interesting programs that bring a wider and more diverse audience into
concert halls. She served for many years as Site Director and Orchestra
Director for New York’s The Harmony Program (El Sistema USA), and in
this capacity was named “New Yorker of The Week” by Columbia
University. She was one of two finalists for the Directorship of the Los
Angeles Philharmonic’s El Sistema Youth Orchestra program (YOLA),
and has been a featured guest at El Sistema programs nationwide, most
recently in Los Angeles, Baltimore, Hawaii , and Connecticut.

Julie is featured in a documentary about El Sistema USA by Jamie
Bernstein (daughter of Leonard Bernstein) entitled “Crescendo! The
Power of Music”, released on Netflix in 2015, and has been noted in El
Sistema pieces by PBS, ABC and CBS.

Julie’s love for music began from the moment she picked up the cornet
at age 8 in her native France. Soon after, she was identified as a talent
with the baton as well, leading to her winning conducting prizes
including 1st Prize, 2nd named at the French National Conducting
Competition in Paris (DADSM). She was named Co-Director of the
Harmonie Municipale de Limoges at the age of 21.

Ms. Desbordes holds multiple degrees in both conducting and trumpet
from three different Music Conservatoires: Limoges, Bordeaux, and
Montreal. Her conducting teachers include Raffi Armenian and Gustav
Meier.

In parallel of her professional commitments, she is now completing a
Doctorate in Orchestral Conducting at the Peabody Institute in
Baltimore, in the class of Marin Alsop and Joseph Young.



Ian Shafer, Assistant Conductor
Having made his conducting debut at 13 years
old leading a wind ensemble through an
original composition, Beau Terre, Assistant
Conductor Ian Shafer is a strong advocate for
new music. With QUO, Mr. Shafer has premiered
three new works and has spearheaded the
composition contest, which will present a new
work each year, beginning in the 2016-17
season. He is also the curator of the popular

QUOtets series, now in its eleventh cycle. In addition to his duties with
QUO, he is currently the Music Director of the Sylph Ensemble of New
York, a mutable ensemble dedicated to the promotion of New Music
and social change through music.

Ever cognizant of enriching education, Mr. Shafer created the Greater
Philadelphia HonorsOrchestra and the orchestras of the Cresecndo
Chamber Music Festival, and has served as the Assistant Conductor of
the Northern Ohio Youth Orchestra. While an undergraduate, Mr. Shafer
was the cover conductor of Oberlin’s Contemporary Music Ensemble
and conducted Ancient Voices of Children at Oberlin’s “George Crumb
Festival.” Additionally, he prepared the cast and orchestra for the
performance and recording of Starbird, a children’s opera, by Henry
Mollicone.

As an oboist, he enjoys a very active performance career as a freelance
artist in New York and abroad. His playing has been described as
“sinuous, refined.. . and refreshing, with facility,” ([Q]on Stage). In 2015, Mr.
Shafer made his Carnegie Hall debut in Weill Recital Hall where he gave
the world premiere of Mohammed Fairouz’s Locales, a work written for
him on commission.

Additionally, he has given the world premieres of several other works:
Elegy and Impromptu by James Adler; Layers of Earth by Lars
Graugaard, on the Venus Album produced by Decapo; Langanaich-
Taragto, a seven-minute improvised solo to Elizabeth Hoffman’s digital
score, which later expanded to Improvisational Spirals for oboe, dancer,
and DJ premiered at the NYSoundCircuit; Noor Al Salam (Light of Peace)
and ResoNations at two “Concerts for Peace” for the delegates of the
United Nations.

Mr. Shafer holds degrees from NYU and Oberlin and is currently in the
Professional Studies Diploma program in Orchestral Conducting at the
Mannes College of Music. He has been on the faculty of the Manhattan
School of Music in the Precollege divisions of Music Theory and
Woodwinds since 2013.



Molly Pope, Host and Special Guest
MOLLY POPE is a critically-acclaimed
cabarettist whose shows have played Joe’s
Pub, Feinstein’s/54 Below, Feinstein’s at the
Regency, Ars Nova, The Eugene O’Neill Theater
Center, OBERON (A.R.T.), Teatro ZinZanni (Joe’s
Pub Seattle), and the Adelaide Cabaret Festival
in Australia. Hailed as “One of downtown

cabaret’s most adventurous performers” by the NewYork Times, she is
the recipient of both the 2016 Bistro Award for Creative Cabaret Artistry
and the 2016 MAC Award for Musical Comedy. She has been named a
Time Out NewYork “Top Ten Cabaret Act of 2008 and 2012” and a Village
Voice Best of NYC 2011 for “Best Singer To Turn Life Into A Cabaret.” Most
recently she recorded her first album, “An Audience with Molly Pope”,
live at Joe’s Pub. She has also performed at The Cafe Carlyle (“Tales
From The Jazz Age”), the Afterglow Festival in Provincetown, The Amber
Zone at Sid Gold’s Request Room, “Our Hit Parade” at Joe’s Pub,
Greenwich House Music School’s “Uncharted Series” and as a resident
artist at The Kimmel Center (Philadelphia) and The Orchard Project.
Stage credits include FOUND (Atlantic Theater Co, Philadelphia Theater
Co), Horseplay, or the Fickle Mistress (LaMama ETC/Theatre Askew),
Dan Fishback’s The Material World (Dixon Place).
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worked so hard and donated goods for our auction.



Program Notes

GIOACCHINO ROSSINI was born February 29, 1792 in Pesaro, I taly, to
two working musicians. His father played the horn and taught at the
prestigious Accademia Filharmonica in Bologna, and his mother,
although not formally trained, was a soprano. Rossini was taught and
encouraged at home until he eventually enrolled at the Liceo
Musicale in Bologna. After graduation from that institution, the young
musician was commissioned by the Venetian Teatro San Moise to
compose La cambiale di matrimonio, a comedy in one act. In 1812,
Rossini wrote La pietra del paragone, for La Scala theater in Milan and
was already, at the tender age of twenty, I taly’s most prominent
composer.

In 1815, Rossini accepted a contract to work for the theaters in Naples,
where he would remain until 1822, composing prolifically in comfort.
He composed 19 operas during this tenure, focusing his attention on
opera seria and creating one of his most famous serious works, Otello,
for the Teatro San Carlos. While he served in this capacity, Rossini met
and courted Isabella Colbran, a local soprano whom he would
eventually marry. Other cities, too, clamored for Rossini 's works, and it
was for Roman audiences that he composed the sparkling comedies
Il barbiere di Siviglia (The Barber of Seville, 1816) and La cenerentola

(Cinderella, 1817).

In 1822, Rossini left Naples and embarked on a European tour. The
Italian musician was received enthusiastically to say the least, and
enjoyed fame and acclaim everywhere. Even Beethoven, at the
opposite stylistic pole in the musical scene of the day, praised him.
The following year, Rossini was commissioned to write Semiramide, a
serious opera, for La Fenice, a theater in Venice. This work was less
successful in its own day than some of his previous efforts, but
spawned several arias that remain part of any vocalist's songbook. In
1824, Rossini traveled, via London, to Paris where he would live for five
years and serve as the music director at the Théâtre Italien from 1824
to 1826. The composer gained commissions from other opera houses
in France, including the Paris Opéra. Rossini composed his final opera,
Guillaume Tell (1829), before retiring from composition in that genre at
the age of thirty-seven. I ts overture is not only a concert favorite but



an unmistakable reflection and continuation of Beethoven’s heroic
ideal. The catalog of work Rossini had written at the time of his
retirement included thirty-two operas, two symphonies, numerous
cantatas, and a handful of oratorios and chamber music pieces. After
moving back to Italy, Rossini became a widower in 1845. His marriage
to Isabella Colbran had not been particularly happy, and shortly after
her death, the composer married Olympe Pelissier, a woman who had
been his mistress.

In 1855, Rossini , along with his new bride, moved once again, this time
settling in Passy, a suburb of Paris. He spent the remaining years of his
life writing sacred music as well as delectable miniatures for both
piano and voice (some of which he called “sins of my old age”). He
was revered from the time he was a teenager until his death. Rossini
was buried in Paris’ Père Lachaise cemetery in proximity to the graves
of Vincenzo Bellini , Luigi Cherubini , and Frédéric Chopin. In 1887,
Rossini ’s grave was transferred from Paris to Santa Croce, in Florence,
in a ceremony attended by more than 6,000 admirers.

Rossini ’s chief legacy remains his extraordinary contribution to the
operatic repertoire. His comedic masterpieces, including L’Italiana in

Algeri, La gazza ladra, and perhaps his most famous work, Il barbiere
di Siviglia, are regarded as cornerstones of the genre along with works
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and Giuseppe Verdi . - David Brensilver

When all is said and done, Rossini knew himself well. By then 71 years
old and on the verge of his 17th birthday — the fact that he was born
on February 29 brought him untold delight — he had written plenty of
songs and piano pieces, a substantial catalogue of sacred music, and
even a handful of thoroughly serious operas on topics tragical,
historical, and Biblical. But there was no getting around the fact that
his most towering achievement had been as one of music’s greatest
comedians, as a composer of opera buffa. Of course, great comedy is
far from easy, despite Rossini ’s declarations about his own talent; this
can be readily confirmed by spending an evening enthroned before
the television watching a succession of sitcoms. Conversely, one
could spend an evening immersed in any of Rossini ’s comic operas,
and by the end feel five pounds lighter and certain that the world is



not so hopeless after all.

La gazza ladra (The Thieving Magpie), was one of four Rossini operas
to be unveiled in 1817, the others being the “comic drama” La
Cenerentola (premiered in January) and the dramas Armida (in
November) and Adelaide di Borgogna (in December). Certainly La
gazza ladra contains aspects of comic opera, but it is also a product of
its politically charged age and accordingly veers into near-tragic
territory through ominous twists. A housemaid at a prosperous farm
resolves to hide her father, who has deserted the army to evade
execution for arguing with an officer. The father gives her a spoon to
sell to raise money needed for his undercover survival. Enter the local
mayor, whose romantic designs the servant girl steadfastly resists. A
spoon is discovered missing from the farmhouse, and the servant girl
is arrested, to the mayor’s vengeful delight. At her trial, her father
emerges to argue on her behalf, but he is recognized as the fugitive
deserter and is taken into custody. The housemaid is found guilty of
stealing the spoon and is sentenced to death. She marches to the
scaffold, but at the last minute a reprieve arrives from the king for
both the father (because the king is moved by a spirit of clemency)
and for the daughter, because it is discovered that a magpie has been
stealing shiny objects — including the missing spoon, which is shown
to be different from the spoon sold to support the father’s hiding.

I t should be clear from this plot (and there’s more of it, be assured)
that La gazza ladra is not an outright hilarious opera buffa in the style
of, say, Rossini ’s Il barbiere di Siviglia (The Barber of Seville), which
preceded it by a year. With tragedy looming over the action, La gazza

ladra falls into the category of opera semiseria, a hybrid between
entirely serious operas and entirely amusing ones. Opera lovers will
notice in this plot more than a few echoes of other works of the
Napoleonic era, including Beethoven’s Fidelio, which also involves
political imprisonment, heroic efforts of a family member, and a last-
minute reprieve. But so far as the Overture to La gazza ladra is
concerned, it is purely drawn from the workshop of opera buffa, and it
announces an evening that audience members have every reason to
believe will be filled with amusements. In retrospect, some musical
references point to the opera’s tragic overtones — such as the rolling
snare drums, some walking-on-eggshells bits in the minor mode, and
a passage of “Rossini storm music” — but even these can be written
off as prefiguring tempests in teapots rather than high-stakes judicial



proceedings. - James M. Keller, New York Philharmonic Program
AnnotatorI

------------

I awoke to find the moon still holding her dominion over the sky. The
sun hadn’t even begun to break the horizon, and yet preparations
were well underway. This was the ritual. I was shocked by how still
and quiet the camp was; the roaring tempest of battle would come
soon enough, but for now everything was muted and almost. . .
peaceful.

And the smell! I distinctly remember the smell of fresh damp earth,
and wet moss and decaying leaves. This scent, this… perfume would
wash over me as if the ground itself was breathing slow and steady.
Everything moved within and around this perfect, eternal rhythm. I
took a moment to let it envelop me. To let it consume me.

Later, I sat down next to a behemoth of a woman. She could’ve been
carved from the very stone of the mountainside. Brawny and stern
faced, she sharpened a well worn axe, deliberate stroke of the
whetstone by deliberate stroke. I felt like I was in the presence of
something sacred. Something personal. Something done many, many
times before.

She would live through the day.

She always did.

-- Elizabeth Lain

------------

Joan Tower (b. September 6, 1938) is widely regarded as one of the
most important American composers living today. During a career
spanning more than fifty years, she has made lasting contributions to
musical life in the United States as composer, performer, conductor,
and educator. Her works have been commissioned by major
ensembles, soloists, and orchestras, including the Emerson, Tokyo,
and Muir quartets; soloists Evelyn Glennie, Carol Wincenc, David
Shifrin, and John Browning and the orchestras of Chicago, New York,
St. Louis, Pittsburgh, and Washington, D.C., among others. Tower was



the first composer chosen for a Ford Made in America consortium
commission of sixty-five orchestras. Leonard Slatkin and the
Nashville Symphony recorded Made in America in 2008 (along with
Tambor and Concerto for Orchestra, an homage to Beethoven). The
album collected three Grammy awards: Best Contemporary Classical
Composition, Best Classical Album, and Best Orchestral Performance.
Nashville’s latest all-Tower recording includes Stroke, which received
a 2016 Grammy nomination for Best Contemporary Classical
Composition.

In 1990 she became the first woman to win the prestigious
Grawemeyer Award for Silver Ladders, a piece she wrote for the St.
Louis Symphony where she was Composer-in-Residence from 1985-
88. Other residencies with orchestras include a ten-year residency
with the Orchestra of St. Luke's (1997-2007) and the Pittsburgh
Symphony (2010-2011). She was the Albany Symphony’s Mentor
Composer partner in the 2013-14 season. Tower was cofounder and
pianist for the Naumburg Award winning Da Capo Chamber Players
from 1970-1985.

Fanfare for the Uncommon Woman, No. 6 was completed more than
twenty years after the earlier series of five fanfares (written between
1986 and 1993, later collected into one piece in 1997). I t was
premiered by Marin Alsop and the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra in
May 2016 and is dedicated to the intrepid Hillary.

------------

JOHANN STRAUSS, often referred to as Johann Strauss I I or Johann
Strauss, Jr. , was born on October 25, 1825, in Vienna, Austria. H is father
was a self-taught musician who established a musical dynasty in
Vienna, writing waltzes, galops, polkas and quadrilles and publishing
more than 250 works. Strauss the Elder wanted his son to follow a
different career path than he himself had followed, so Strauss I I
became a bank clerk while secretly studying the violin with a member
of his father’s company. His father left the family when Strauss was 17,
and Strauss soon began openly embracing the musician’s life,
conducting a band in a Viennese restaurant when he was still a
teenager, in 1844.

A year after the restaurant appearance, Johann Strauss formed his
own band and suddenly found himself competing with his father. He



also began writing at this point — quadrilles, mazurkas, polkas and
waltzes, which were then performed by his orchestra. He soon began
receiving praise for his work and, in 1845, was awarded the honorary
bandmaster position of the 2nd Vienna Citizens’ Regiment. Strauss
began composing for the Vienna Men’s Choral Association in 1847. His
father died two years later, prompting him to conflate his own and his
father’s orchestras, after which he mounted a successful career. In
1853, Strauss fell ill, and his younger brother, Josef, took control of the
orchestra for six months. After recovering, he dove back into
conducting and composing activities — a pursuit that proved to be
stronger than ever, gaining the eventual attention of such luminaries
as Verdi , Brahms and Wagner.

Strauss married singer Henriette Treffz in 1862 and subsequently
toured in Russia and England, extending his reputation. He would
soon, however, quit conducting for the most part to focus on writing
music, turning his orchestra over to his two brothers, Josef and
Eduard. Strauss’s focus in composition was dual: the Viennese waltz
and the Viennese operetta, and he would become renowned for the
former. His operettas include Indigo und die vierzig Räuber (1871; his
first) and Die Fledermaus (1874), which would become his most
famous. But his waltzes — of which there were 150, less than a third of
his total output — would have truly lasting appeal.

A n der schönen blauen Donau (The Blue Danube) would be the piece
that defined Strauss to the listening public, and the work still
resonates 150 years later. Other Strauss waltzes include Morgenblätter

(Morning Papers), Geschichten aus dem Wienerwald (Tales from the
Vienna Woods) and Wein, Weib und Gesang (Wine, Women and Song).

On the heels of his American tour and his international rise, Strauss
encountered his share of loss in the 1870s. His mother and brother
Josef died around the same time, and his wife died of a heart attack in
1878. Strauss married two more times and remained productive right
up until his final days. He was working on a ballet, Cinderella, when a
respiratory illness turned into pneumonia and caused his death, on
June 3, 1899, in Vienna.

Strauss composed his Blue Danube Waltz in 1867; the first
performance was led by Johann Herbeck on February 13 of that year.
Strauss scored it for 2 flutes (second doubling piccolo), 2 oboes, 2
clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, bass trombone, tuba,



timpani , percussion (bass drum, triangle, snare drum), harp, and
strings.

The longest river in today’s European Union, the Danube used to be
the longest river in the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, which was also
known as the “Danube Monarchy.” During the heyday of the monarchy,
its capital Vienna boasted such great composers as Johannes Brahms
and Anton Bruckner, yet its musical essence was most fully embodied
by the native-born dynasty of the Strausses, and Johann Jr. in
particular. The Waltz King wrote well over 400 compositions, but none
of them is more famous than the Blue Danube. Here Strauss‘s
boundless invention and unerring feel for the spirit of the dance is
apparent in every measure. One glorious melodic strain follows
another in a sequence that becomes giddier and giddier to the end.

I t is rarely remembered that the Blue Danube Waltz was originally
written for men‘s chorus and orchestra, and had words (extremely bad
ones) written, after the music had been composed, by a certain Josef
Weyl. The work was commissioned by Johann Herbeck (1831-77), a
conductor who was one of the few people to be on friendly terms
with both Brahms and Bruckner. In addition, he conducted the
premiere of Schubert's Unfinished Symphony, 37 years after the
composer’s death. As the director of the Viennese Men’s Choral
Association, Herbeck needed a new piece for the carnival season. The
vocal parts are rarely heard today (even though the original words
were replaced by better ones). - Peter Laki , Kennedy Center

------------

Mitch Leigh was born in Brooklyn, New York as Irwin Michnick on
January 30, 1928. He graduated from Yale in 1951 with a Bachelor of
Music, and in 1952 received his Master of Music under classical
composer Paul Hindemith. He began his career as a jazz musician,
also writing commercials for radio and television. In 1955 the little-
known LP recording of Jean Shepherd Into the Unknown with Jazz

Music was produced with Leigh writing the music for the jazz
interludes between radio broadcaster Jean Shepherd's improvisations.

In 1965, Leigh teamed with lyricist Joe Darion and writer Dale
Wasserman to write a musical based on Wasserman's 1959 television
play, I, Don Quixote. The resulting show, the musicalMan ofLa Mancha

opened on Broadway in 1965. I ts original engagement ran for 2,328



performances, and has been revived multiple times. Sadly, Leigh’s
first musical was his only successful musical. He won the Tony for
Best Original Score, which includes The Impossible Dream, Leigh’s
most enduringly successful tune.

Leigh's next show was Chu Chem , which he also produced. This show
followed Man ofLa Mancha by exactly one year, but closed on the
road. I t finally opened on Broadway in 1989 but ran for only 68
performances. Cry for Us All, based on the play, Hogan's Goat, opened
on Broadway in 1970 but ran for nine performances. Leigh was the
producer as well as composer. His next musical was Home Sweet

Homer, starring Yul Brynner, which opened on Broadway in January
1976 but closed after only one performance. Leigh both produced and
directed the 1985 revival of The King and I starring Yul Brynner in his
final performance as the King before his death from cancer. Lee
Adams asked Leigh to collaborate on a musical titled Mike, about
producer Mike Todd, but it closed during its pre-Broadway tryout in
1988. After renaming it Ain't Broadway Grand!, the show made it to
Broadway in 1993, but lasted less than 30 performances. He also
wrote the musical Halloween with Sidney Michaels; despite a cast
including Barbara Cook and José Ferrer, it could not be saved from
Broadway failure.

Leigh established Music Makers, Inc. , in 1957 as a radio and television
commercial production house and was its creative director. His
television music included the instrumental music for the ABC Color
Logo (1962–65), the TV commercial j ingle "Nobody Doesn't Like Sara
Lee,” and the Benson and Hedges theme "The Dis-Advantages of You.”
Leigh later endowed a chair in jazz at Yale University, the Willie Ruff
Chair in Jazz, in 2006. Leigh died in Manhattan on March 16, 2014,
from natural causes at the age of 86.

Man of La Mancha started as a non-musical teleplay written by Dale
Wasserman for CBS's DuPont Show of the Month program. This
original telecast starred Lee J. Cobb, Colleen Dewhurst, and Eli
Wallach and was not performed on a thrust stage but on a television
sound stage. The DuPont Corporation disliked the title Man ofLa

Mancha, thinking that its viewing audience would not know what La
Mancha actually meant, so a new title, I, Don Quixote, was chosen. The
play was broadcast live on November 9, 1959, with an estimated
audience of 20 million. Unfortunately, due to the production being



staged in the early days of videotape and due to the inferiority of
kinescopes, no footage of this production survives.

Years after this television broadcast and after the original teleplay had
been unsuccessfully optioned as a non-musical Broadway play,
director Albert Marre called Wasserman and suggested that he turn
his play into a musical. Mitch Leigh was selected as composer, with
orchestrations by Carlyle W. Hall. Unusually for the time, this show
was scored for an orchestra with no violins or other traditional
orchestral stringed instruments apart from a double bass - instead
making heavier use of brass, woodwinds, percussion and flamenco
guitars.

The original lyricist of the musical was poet W. H. Auden, but his lyrics
were discarded, some of them considered too overtly satiric and
biting, attacking the bourgeois audience at times. Auden's lyrics were
replaced by those of Joe Darion.

The musical first played at the Goodspeed Opera House in
Connecticut in 1965. Rex Harrison was to be the original star of this
production, but although Harrison had starred in a musical role in the
stage and film versions ofMy Fair Lady, the musical demands of the
role of Don Quixote were too heavy for him. After twenty-one
previews, the musical opened Off-Broadway at the experimental
thrust-stage ANTAWashington Square Theatre in Greenwich Village
on November 22, 1965. The show moved to Broadway to the Martin
Beck Theatre on March 20, 1968, then to the Eden Theatre on March
3, 1971, and finally to the Mark Hellinger Theatre on May 26, 1971 for its
last month, a total original Broadway run of 2,328 performances. The
most recent of four Broadway revivals was in 2002, starring Brian
Stokes Mitchell.

------------

FRAN LANDESMAN was an American lyricist and poet. She grew up in
New York City and lived for years in St. Louis, Missouri , where her
husband Jay Landesman operated the Crystal Palace nightclub. One
of her best-known songs is “Spring Can Really Hang You up the Most.”

Born Frances Deitsch in New York City in 1927, she had a mother who
was a journalist and a father who was a dress manufacturer. Her
brother Sam Deitsch founded and operated some neighborhood bars



in St. Louis. With his partner Ed Moose, he later founded the
Washington Square Bar and Grill in San Francisco.

Deitsch attended private schools through high school. For college,
she studied at Temple University in Philadelphia and the Fashion
Institute of Technology in New York City. There she initially worked in
the fashion industry, as her father did.

While in New York, Deitsch met writer Jay Landesman, the publisher
of the short-lived Neurotica magazine, whom she married on July 15,
1950. They had two sons, Cosmo, who became a journalist, and Miles
Davis Landesman, who became a musician and performance artist.

She and her husband moved to St. Louis, Missouri , his home town.
There Jay and his brother Fred Landesman started the Crystal Palace
nightclub. This was a successful venture, attracting big-name acts
and producing avant-garde theatre.

After sitting in the bar of the Crystal Palace, listening to musicians and
audiences, Fran Landesman was inspired to write song lyrics
beginning in 1952. One of her best-known is “Spring Can Really Hang
You up the Most,” her exploration of T. S. Eliot's “April is the cruelest
month.” The Palace’s pianist TOMMYWOLF set her lyrics to music,
and the song became a hit, leading to more Landesman–Wolf
collaborations. Wolf composed the melodies for the songs for The
Nervous Set, a musical with a book by Jay Landesman and lyrics by
Fran Landesman. I t had a brief run on Broadway and featured the
songs “Spring” and “The Ballad of the Sad Young Men.”

------------

JERRY HERMAN was born Gerald Sheldon Herman in New York City
on July 10, 1931. He grew up in Jersey City, the only child of Harry
Herman, a high school gym teacher, and Ruth (Sachs) Herman, a high
school English teacher. Both parents were amateur musicians, and he
began playing piano by ear at the age of six. He never took lessons,
and did not learn to read music. His parents ran Stissing Lake Camp, a
summer camp in Pine Plains, New York, where they had worked as
counselors. Herman spent his summers at the camp, and in his teens,
staged musicals there. Initially, he attended college at Parsons School
of Design to study interior decorating, but after he showed some of his
songs to songwriter Frank Loesser and was encouraged to pursue



composing, he transferred to the University of Miami, where he
majored in drama and wrote the school shows. The last of these was a
revue called I Feel Wonderful, and after he graduated in 1954, his
father produced a revised version of it Off-Broadway that opened in
October and ran nearly 50 performances.

To support himself, Herman took jobs as a cocktail pianist, working up
to writing special material for such nightclub entertainers as Tallulah
Bankhead, Jane Froman, and Hermione Gingold. While employed at
the Showplace club, he wrote another revue, Nightcap, that opened in
May 1958 and ran for two years. Parade, a revised version of the show,
opened in an Off-Broadway theater in January 1960 and ran 90
performances, resulting in a cast album. Herman was next hired to
write his first Broadway musical, Milk and Honey, an original story
about Americans touring Israel and finding romance. I t opened
October 10, 1961, for a run of 543 performances, and it was recorded
for a cast album. That led producer David Merrick to hire him to write
the songs for a musical adaptation of Thornton Wilder’s play The
Matchmaker. The show was called Dolly: A Damned Exasperating

Woman until Kapp Records hired Louis Armstrong to record a song
from it called “Hello, Dolly! ” I t opened on January 16, 1964, and
Armstrong’s single was on the charts within a month, where it rose to
number one, leading to a Song of the Year Grammy Award for
Herman. The show won Herman the Tony Award for best score, and it
went on to run 2,844 performances, which made it the longest-
running Broadway musical in history up to that time. I t was made into
a movie in 1969, with a soundtrack album that charted. Hello, Dolly!
was revived on Broadway in 1975, 1978, and 1995, and 2016.

Herman next turned to another musical with a strong female
character, an adaptation of Patrick Dennis’ novel Auntie Mame. Again, it
was led by a title song, as Al Hirt, Bobby Darin, and Louis Armstrong
all charted with cover versions of “Mame” prior to the show’s May 24,
1966, opening; Herb Alpert & the Ti juana Brass had the most popular
version at the end of the year, reaching the Top 20. The Mame cast
album reached the Top 40 and won Herman the 1966 Grammy Award
for Best Score from an Original Cast Show. The musical ran 1,508
performances, and was adapted into a film that opened in 1974 with a
charting soundtrack album. It was revived on Broadway in 1983.

Although DearWorld, Herman’s next musical, again featured a strong



female lead, it was a more experimental effort based on Jean
Giraudoux’s allegorical fantasy play The Madwoman ofChaillot.
Opening on May 31, 1969, it was a commercial failure, running only 132
performances. Involved with the movie versions ofHello, Dolly! and
Mame, Herman did not mount another new musical until 1974, when
he returned to Broadway with Mack & Mabel, a dual stage biography
of silent-film director Mack Sennett and silent-film star Mabel
Normand. Running only 66 performances after its October 6, 1974, it
was a discouraging failure that led Herman to suppose that his style
of musical comedy was out of fashion. He abandoned songwriting
and used his interior decorating skills to launch a business buying,
renovating, and re-selling houses.

In 1981, Jerry’s Girls, an Off-Off-Broadway revue of Herman’s songs,
opened in a night club in New York for a run of two years. I t undertook
a national tour in February 1984, and finally got to Broadway for a run
of 139 performances on December 18, 1985. Meanwhile, Herman had
scored a major comeback with La cage aux Folles, based on the
French comedy film about a gay couple running a club for female
impersonators in St. Tropez. Opening on August 21, 1983, it went on to
run 1,761 performances. The cast album went gold, and Gloria
Gaynor’s recording of the defiant song of gay empowerment “I Am
What I Am” was a Top Five hit in the Dance/Disco charts. Herman
triumphed at the Tony Awards, taking home the award for best score.
La Cage aux Folles was revived on Broadway in 2004 and 2010. “The

Best of Times” is another audience favorite from the show, popularized
by Perry Como. - William Ruhlmann

The best of times is now
What’s left of summer
But a faded rose?
The best of times is now
As for tomorrow, well, who knows?
Who knows? Who knows?

So hold this moment fast
And live and love
As hard as you know how
And make this moment last
Because the best of times is now
Is now, is now



Now, not some forgotten yesterday
Now, tomorrow is too far away

So hold this moment fast
And live and love
As hard as you know how
And make this moment last
Because the best of times is now
Is now, is now, is now, is now

----------

Prolific composer Richard Charles Rodgers was the second son born
to physician Dr. William Rodgers and his wife, Mamie, on June 28,
1902, while they were staying at a friend's summer house near
Arverne, in Queens, New York. Shortly thereafter the family moved to
Upper Manhattan, coincidentally mere blocks away from both of
Richard's future songwriting partners, Lorenz Hart and Oscar
Hammerstein I I .

Rodgers remembers his family life as fraught and filled with bickering
and tension, due in part to his maternal grandmother's forceful
personality. He did, however, learn to play the piano as a toddler,
because it was a theater-loving household; his parents saw Broadway
shows, and his grandparents were partial to opera. Though his mother
was more prone to bouts of hypochondria than boundless affection,
she would play tunes from the shows they'd seen on the piano when
Dr. Rodgers brought home the sheet music to sing. Rodgers inherited
all of this and became the darling of the family for his quick
adaptability to the music and harmony.

Summer camp provided a respite from family drama and provided the
inspiration for Rodgers to compose his first melody. By the age of
fifteen, he had chosen musical theater as his profession: the music of
composer Jerome Kern had been a revelation. In 1918 Rodgers was
thrilled to be accepted to Columbia University, where he would write
for the school's famous Varsity Show, an annual production.

Richard Rogers's elder brother, Mortimer, with whom he had rivaled as
a child, ended up being the conduit for the famed partnerships of
Richard's future career: At an early Varsity Show, Mortimer introduced
the young Richard to Oscar Hammerstein I I , and in the winter of



1918–19, a friend of Mortimer's introduced him to Lorenz Hart, with
whom he developed an instant partnership that would last until Hart's
death in 1943.

Lorenz Hart was seven years older than Richard Rodgers, who was
only sixteen when they began their musical collaboration, with
Rodgers acting as the composer and Hart as the lyricist. "Manhattan"
was their 1925 breakthrough hit, and scores of other songs yielded
many of today's standards, including "Blue Moon" (1934), "My Funny
Valentine" (1937), " Isn't I t Romantic?" (1932) and "Bewitched, Bothered
and Bewildered" (1940). Together, Rodgers and Hart wrote the music
and lyrics for 26 Broadway musicals.

Rodgers's collaboration with Oscar Hammerstein I I began in 1942,
when Hart became too ill to write, and would last until Hammerstein's
death in 1960. Rodgers once described how his music changed based
on the two lyricists: "Larry [Hart] was . . . inclined to be cynical" whereas
"Oscar was more sentimental and so the music had to be more
sentimental. I t wouldn't have been natural for Larry to write
'Oklahoma! ' any more than it would have been natural for Oscar to
write 'Pal Joey.' "

In 1943 Rodgers and Hammerstein landed a smashing success with
Oklahoma!, which gave Rodgers the notion to exercise his business
head. Rodgers and Hammerstein formed a company that allowed
them, as well as other writers, to control their own work. This freedom
and financial success led them to become producers as well, backing
plays, concerts and national tours, in addition to musicals.

Rodgers and Hammerstein were a powerhouse, transforming
Broadway and musical theater by basing shows on plays and novels,
using original dialogue and creating seamless storytelling from
formats of speech to song. During the 1940s and '50s the duo created
some of the most enduring musicals of all time, including Carousel,

The King and I, The Sound ofMusic, and South Pacific, which won the
Pulitzer Prize for Drama. Additionally, Rodgers and Hammerstein
created a special television musical of Cinderella—their only musical
written for TV—which starred Julie Andrews and was first broadcast in
1957.

After Hammerstein died in 1960, Rodgers collaborated with Stephen
Sondheim and Martin Charnin, among others, and he became the first



person to accumulate every major award possible in his field: Tonys,
Emmys, Grammys, Oscars and two Pulitzer Prizes, in addition to
numerous honorary awards. Rodgers was also among the first
honorees of the newly created Kennedy Center Honors in 1978;
President Jimmy Carter presented him with the award. In his later
years, Rodgers created numerous awards and scholarships for artists
at the Juilliard School of Music and the American Theater Wing and
the American Academy of Dramatic Art, among other schools.

Richard Rodgers triumphed over cancer of the jaw in 1955 and a
laryngectomy in 1974 before dying at his home in New York City on
December 30, 1979. His ashes were scattered at sea by his wife,
Dorothy (Feiner) Rodgers, whom he had married in 1930. The couple
had two daughters, Mary and Linda. The musical gene proved to run
in the family, with Mary composing Once Upon a Mattress and
Rodgers's grandsons, Adam Guettel and Peter Melnick, composing
the Tony Award–winning Light in the Piazza and the off-Broadway
production Adrift in Macao, respectively.

In 1990, Rodgers was posthumously awarded Broadway's highest
honor: a theater named after him on 46th Street in Manhattan, New
York. A devoted art collector, Rodgers is remembered in his old
neighborhood of Mount Morris Park in Harlem, New York, for building
a million-dollar recreation center and theater.

Today, Richard Rodgers is credited with writing between 900 and
1,500 songs, an estimated 85 of which are considered standards. To
date, 19 film versions of his musicals have been made. As one critic
put it, "Probably not a day goes by without a show of his being
performed somewhere in the world."

Carousel is the second musical by the team of Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein I I . The 1945 work was adapted from Ferenc
Molnár's 1909 play Liliom , transplanting its Budapest setting to the
Maine coastline. The story revolves around carousel barker Billy
Bigelow, whose romance with millworker Julie Jordan comes at the
price of both their jobs. He participates in a robbery to provide for Julie
and their unborn child; after it goes tragically wrong, he is given a
chance to make things right. A secondary plot line deals with
millworker Carrie Pipperidge and her romance with ambitious
fisherman Enoch Snow. The show includes the well-known songs "If I
Loved You," "June Is Bustin' Out All Over," and "You'll Never Walk



Alone." Richard Rodgers later wrote that Carousel was the favorite of
all his musicals.

Following the spectacular success of the first Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical, Oklahoma! (1943), the pair sought to
collaborate on another piece, knowing that any resulting work would
be compared with Oklahoma!, most likely unfavorably. They were
initially reluctant to seek the rights to Liliom; Molnár had refused
permission for the work to be adapted in the past, and the original
ending was considered too depressing for musical theatre. After
acquiring the rights, the team created a work with lengthy sequences
of music and made the ending more hopeful.

The musical required considerable modification during out-of-town
tryouts, but once it opened on Broadway on April 19, 1945, it was an
immediate hit with both critics and audiences. Carousel initially ran for
890 performances and duplicated its success in the West End in 1950.
Though it has never achieved as much commercial success as
Oklahoma!, the piece has been repeatedly revived, recorded several
times and was filmed in 1956. A production by Nicholas Hytner
enjoyed success in 1992 in London, in 1994 in New York, and on tour.
In 1999, Time magazine named Carousel the best musical of the 20th
century. A highly-anticipated Broadway revival opened in 2018 at the
Imperial Theatre starring Jessie Mueller, Joshua Henry, and opera star
Renee Fleming.

Notes compiled by Aaron Patterson, with additional credits cited.



About Our Home: Church of the Holy Apostles

QUO has made its home at the Church of the Holy Apostles since

2010, but Holy Apostles has been welcoming LGBT groups and

parishioners since the beginning of the gay rights movement in New

York. “I know of few New York City LGBTQ organizations which did not

have a home at some point in their history at the Church of the Holy

Apostles,” says Father Rand Frew, 12th Rector of Holy Apostles.

When QUO violinist Joey Plaster discovered that the Gay Activists

Alliance had its headquarters at Holy Apostles in the early seventies,

we reached out to Fr. Frew for more information. He shared, “The

annual Pride March was announced in the bulletin and verbally, and

people were encouraged to take part for the expansion of human

rights. The Chelsea Gay Association met at Holy Apostles. The late

Vito Russo’s documentary, groundbreaking film The Celluloid Closet

was first previewed and shown at Holy Apostles with commentary by

Mr. Russo. The New York City Gay Men’s Chorus rehearsed and

performed at Holy Apostles.” QUO is just one of severeal groups at

Holy Apostles that spread a message of equality and acceptance

through music. We’re happy to share this space with fellow LGBTQ

music performing groups such as The Stonewall Chorale and the

Empire City Men’s Chorus.

Photo Credit: Mặnh Dũng Nguyễn



About QUO

Founded in 2009, the Queer Urban

Orchestra (QUO) is a musical

organization dedicated to the

promotion of fine arts in the New York

City metropolitan area whose

membership is open to all adult

musicians regardless of age, race,

religion, sexual orientation, or gender

identity. QUO strives to entertain and

educate members and audiences alike

through performances of classical and

contemporary music, promoting

equality, understanding, acceptance,

and respect.

Come Play With Us!

Play an instrument? Come and join

QUO! Membership is open to all adult

musicians regardless of age, race,

religion, sexual orientation, or gender

identity. Chat us up after the concert or

email us at

membership@queerurbanorchestra.org

President

Andrew Berman

Vice President

Álvaro Rodas

Secretary

James Teal

Treasurer

Scott Oaks

Events Coordinator

Christina Rahn

Membership Coordinator

Andrew Holland

Recruitment Coordinator

Ron Nahass

A rtistic Director

Julie Desbordes

A ssistant Conductor

Ian Shafer

Concertmaster

Phong Ta

Librarian

Nick Johnson



Director's Circle
QUO thanks all of our donors for their generous support.

Amethyst ($5000+)
Apple, Inc.

Sapphire ($1000 - $4999)

The Estée Lauder Companies
Google, Inc.

Jack Nieman a.k.a. Jacqueline Joneé
& Rick Reder

Phong Ta & Joseph Passoni

Topaz ($500 - $749)

Jonathan Chang
Julie Desbordes and Joe Burgstaller

Travis Fraser
Christopher Street

Ruby ($50 - $249)

amazon.com
Alex Allerano

Andrew Berman
Eric & Reyna Berman

John Collins
James DiMeglio
Noah Dopkins
Gloria Ferruggia
Norbert Gasser

Alex Humesky
Michele B. Kaurman &

Jo Ellen Fusco
Thomas Lai
Charles Lee
Ernesto Lopez
Paul Marsolini
Mark Peters &
Claudio Vasquez

Stephen Petrucelli
Debra Reiner
Brittany Taylor
Liann Wadewitz
MatthewWise &

Jim Lubin
Dustin Zuelke

Stephen Flaherty & Trevor Hardwick
Scott Oaks & James Adler

Jason Riffaterre
William Sauter

Amber ($250 - $499)

And many thanks to our season ticket patrons
James Adler

Richard Exelbert
Leonard Gottlieb

Todd Nickow
Axel and Yuan Wadewitz

Sandy Warshaw

Janet Zaelon





Join us in 2018-2019

for QUEER WE ARE!

November 3, 2018: Beethoven's Leonore Overture, Brahms' Concerto for
Piano No. 1

December 15, 2018: Pieces featuring our individual sections plus
Prokofiev's Lt. Ki je Suite

March 2, 2019: Our annual Concerto Competition winner, Wiliam Grant
Still's Symphony No. 1, and special guest Lindsay Deutsch in a Beatles
Fantasie

March 30, 2019: QUOtets Chamber Concert

May 11, 2019: Our annual Composition Contest winner, Berkhout's
Concerto for Marimba and Orchestra, Mendelssohn's Symphony No. 5

June 15, 2019: Our annual GayLa, celebrating World Pride and QUO's
10th Anniversary, with Gershwin's An American in Paris, Bernstein's
Symphonic Dances from West Side Story, and more

All programs and dates subject to change




